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ABSTRACT

Process and Thread are first-order abstractions of the oper-
ating system (OS), whose implementation is wired into the
OS core. Several research works have shown the inadequacy
of these two main abstractions for modern isolation needs,
leading to the introduction of additional abstractions with
new isolation and communication features. Despite their use-
fulness, these new proposals are introduced in a somewhat
ad-hoc manner, compromising their broad and consensual
adoption.

This position paper presents xOS, an OS design that does
not introduce yet another first-class isolation abstraction
but instead investigates how the OS can help application
programmers, libraries, and OS developers integrate and
easily use new abstractions. To our knowledge, xOS is the
first work in this area. Similar to file system development
built around a Virtual File System (VFS), xOS introduces
the concept of Isolation Context (IC), which should be the
unique first-class abstraction wired into the OS core. ICs can
be realized in several pluggable Isolation Context Factories
(ICFs) such as ProcessFactory (provides processes), Thread-
Factory (provides threads), Docker Engine (provides Docker
containers), KVM (provides KVM virtual machines), Wasp
(provides virtines), etc. We discuss our plan to redesign a
general-purpose OS from these foundations, the required
APIs, and how to support new and legacy applications.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Operating systems; •
Security and privacy → Operating systems security;
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1 MOTIVATION

An OS should allow application developers to satisfy three
fundamental needs:

• (N1) defining activities (called Execution Flows, EFs for
short) that can execute concurrently and enable work
distribution;

• (N2) defining isolation boundaries (code and data mem-
ory areas that EFs can access) to enforce safety and
security guarantees;

• (N3) establishing communication between EFs.
The first two needs above (N1 and N2) constitute the two
sides of the same coin, which is the need for separation: iden-
tifying distinct flows and delineating their respective pro-
tection domains. And the third need (N3) is a consequence
of separation: facilities for synchronization, data exchange,
and remote/cross-domain code invocation. Pursuing these
goals has resulted in a large body of works that have pro-
posed solutions and abstractions [6, 7, 15, 19–21, 24–26, 28]
which, albeit innovative and ingenious, are mostly narrower
to specific cases and, therefore, not generic. This led us to
the following observations that motivate xOS.

Observation 1: First-class abstractions proliferate over the

years. The notions of process and thread are the two first-
class abstractions offered by contemporary OSes (to satisfy
N1 and N2), accompanied by Inter-Process Communication
(IPC) mechanisms (to satisfy N3). They were introduced in
the early years of the systems design field and have been
intended for activities with precise modularity and isola-
tion boundaries. These abstractions statically implement,
throughout an EF’s entire lifetime, a mapping between an
EF and an isolation domain (e.g., a per-flow separate address
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Table 1: Examples of first-class abstractions for isolation and communication introduced in recent years.

Name Isolation Units Communication Mechanism Hardware Features Used

Dune [6] Dune processes In-VM system calls Intel VT-x
SeCage [20] Secret compartments VMFUNC Intel VT-x & Intel VMFUNC
LwC [19] Lightweight contexts Memory mappings switching -
Scone [4] Secure containers Shields & asynchronous syscalls Intel SGX
Skybridge [21] Client/server processes EPTP switching VM function Intel VMFUNC & Intel EPT
Donky [26] Security Domains Domain calls Intel MPK
cubicleOS [25] Cubicles Cross-component function call Intel MPK
cVM (cap-vm) [24] cap VMs Capability-based function call CHERI
Virtines [28] Virtines Hypercalls1 Intel VT-x, AMD SVM
orbit [15] Orbit tasks PTEs copying2 -

space in the case of single-threaded processes). This rigid-
ity of processes and threads has been regularly challenged
for being unsuitable or insufficient, especially for new EF
and isolation scenarios [15], which seek extensibility (e.g.,
user-defined functions, web browser extensions, kernel ex-
tensions, etc.), secure partitioning (e.g., session handlers,
key signing, etc.), and observability (e.g., deadlock detection,
garbage collection, checkpointing, etc.).

To fill this gap, numerous first-class abstractions [6, 7, 15,
19–21, 24–26, 28] and, consequently, communication mech-
anisms have been proposed in the scientific literature in a
constant flow over the past 20 years — some examples are
listed in Table 1.

Most of these abstractions take advantage of recent hard-
ware features introduced by manufacturers for different pur-
poses: virtualization (e.g., VT-x [11], EPT [14], VMFUNC [12],
APICv [13], etc.), confidential computing (e.g., Intel SGX [10]
and ARM TrustZone [1], AMD SEV [2] and Intel TDX, etc.),
or safety and security (e.g., CHERI [29]). As a result, there
are many ways to separate software components (and their
respective execution flows) from each other and to let them
communicate, at diverse levels of granularity.
All of these prior proposals in this area are somewhat ad

hoc or “siloed”: each one comes with its own base concepts,
and, more importantly, its own set of specific integration
hooks within the deepest layers of existing OSes. This com-
plicates the introduction of new abstractions, as well as their
bridging with existing ones. As a consequence, research in
the domain is slowed and impeded.

Proposition 1:We claim that it is possible to define a gen-

eral principle and a standard methodology for developing

new first-class isolation and concurrency abstractions to be

integrated within the OS.

Observation 2: Leaking design choices regarding tasks and

isolation in OSAPIs impedes application adaptation. The above-
mentioned proliferation of low-level abstractions is not only
problematic for kernel maintenance and evolution but also
for application developers because abstractions are fully ex-
posed to the developers and thus strongly impact the appli-
cation design. Indeed, applications and/or libraries generally
require intrusive modifications to be ported from one point
in the design space to another. This is detrimental for applica-
tion developers in many situations, e.g., to support different
platforms or to explore different trade-offs between perfor-
mance and security. As a result, application developers will
generally settle for the “least common denominator,” e.g., us-
ing pervasive and possibly coarse-grained abstractions such
as processes or virtual machines.

Moreover, this problem also introduces limitations regard-
ing the dynamic optimization of applications, as it is gener-
ally impossible to transparently reconfigure the task man-
agement, isolation, and communication abstractions they
use. To illustrate this, let us consider an application devel-
oper that opts for multi-threading to benefit from efficient
shared-memory communication. Consequently, her appli-
cation cannot be distributed over several computers and
can only scale within the limits of one physical machine.
If, conversely, the developer chooses to rely on containers
or virtual machines (VMs) to achieve independent scaling,
she must use inter-machine communication channels such
as TCP sockets. In this case, if the containers or VMs are
(re)located on the same computer, they would still need to
use inter-machine communication, which is a suboptimal
choice in the present situation. Developers, therefore, face a
dilemma: either make the application horizontally scalable
at the cost of performance or forfeit scalability for better
performance. This dilemma comes from the developer being
compelled to commit statically to the abstraction and the
1Through virtine hypervisor
2Between orbit tasks
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communication mechanism she will use while ignoring how
the application will be distributed in the infrastructure.

Another negative consequence of this proliferation of com-
partmentalization interfaces exposed to application code is
that they are difficult to design and use correctly, which re-
sults in a new and growing set of security vulnerabilities [17].
We believe that abstracting away the isolation primitives ex-
posed to the applications could help reduce the number of
such vulnerabilities and simplify their mitigation by contain-
ing them in more controlled parts of the OS.

Proposition 2: We propose to decouple the need for the

expressiveness of concurrency (flow separation) and com-

munication between EFs from the choice of isolation ab-

straction and the underlying communication mechanism.

2 TOWARDS A NEW OS DESIGN

xOS is a new OS design with two key differences from exist-
ing OSes: (1) it facilitates the integration of new first-class
isolation abstractions, and (2) it arbitrates the choice of isola-
tion abstractions (and communication channels) for parallel
applications.

Fig. 1 summarizes the architecture of xOS. At the bottom
level (yellow boxes), xOS manages the isolation abstractions,
which can be implemented in kernel space or userspace
(§ 2.1). At the top level (orange boxes), xOS exposes a parallel
programming model to developers of end-user applications
(§ 2.2). Unless the developer explicitly wants to choose the
isolation abstraction to apply manually, xOS can embed a
runtime that determines the most appropriate abstraction
(§ 2.3) based on the application (its type, the context of its de-
ployment, etc.). To do so, the developer specifies the applica-
tions workflow (i.e. the set of sequential and parallel tasks, as
well as their communication graph), the isolation boundaries
required for specific pieces of code and data, and indications
regarding the desired security/performance trade-off. After
that, xOS instantiates the isolation unit closest to the devel-
oper’s needs, depending on available hardware features (EPT,
SGX, etc.), and applies the corresponding communication
mechanism (shared memory, sockets, etc.).

2.1 Virtual Isolation Contexts (VIC)

xOS is inspired by the way current OSes handle file sys-
tems. They provide a Virtual File System (VFS) interface
that defines a set of standard file operations (e.g., struct
inode_operations for Linux). Concrete file systems imple-
ment these operations and register themselves with the VFS.
Similarly, xOS includes the concept of Virtual Isolation

Context (VIC) at its core, which provides a central foundation
for abstracting the differences between various isolation ab-
stractions. Isolation Context Factories (ICFs) register with the

VIC layer and each ICF provides a distinct implementation
of the VIC interface, which leverages one or several isolation
techniques and one or several communication mechanisms
(such as the ones described in Table 1). We use the term Isola-

tion Context (IC) to refer to each instance of isolation domain
created by an ICF. Note that ICFs can be implemented as
kernel modules or as user-level components (see respectively
the LwC and Scone examples in Figure 1).3

Below, we briefly describe the main operations of the VIC
interface that every ICF must implement.

• ic_init(): first checks whether required (hardware)
features are available (e.g., VMFUNC for SeCage [20])
and initializes any needed state/data.

• get_ICFs (): returns the ids of registered ICFs. This
can be leveraged by the runtime to discover the set of
available ICFs on a given machine.

• ic_create(): creates an IC instance. In the case of tradi-
tional process and thread abstractions, the implemen-
tation of this function is similar to the clone() syscall
in Linux.

• ic_switch_in() and ic_switch_out(): invoked by
the OS scheduler4 when an execution flow (associ-
ated to a given IC) must be scheduled in/out on a CPU.
These functions provide the context switching mecha-
nism that is suitable for the hardware/software isola-
tion technique(s) employed by the IC (e.g., additional
hardware registers to be saved and restored).

• ic_dump() and ic_restore(): respectively checkpoint
and restore an IC. A checkpoint captures the full state
(data and execution state) encapsulated in a given IC,
which is useful for fault tolerance and also for migra-
tion.

The VIC interface defines a set of callbacks that ICFs can
use to register functions implementing the relationships be-
tween distinct ICFs:

• register_com(𝑖𝑑1, 𝑖𝑑2): registers a communication
mechanism that is compatible for interactions between
a pair of distinct IC types.

• mutate(𝑖𝑑1, 𝑖𝑑2): transforms an IC instance of (ICF)
type 𝑖𝑑1 into an an IC of type 𝑖𝑑2. This function is
used by the runtime (see §2.3). Since it is unrealistic to
expect that system developers will provide an imple-
mentation of this function for every combination of
source and destination ICF types, xOS uses a fallback
strategy based on a “pivot” ICF type (the traditional

3In Figure 1, the vicuser driver and libvicuser components occupy roles
that are analogous to the ones of the FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) compo-
nents in the VFS architecture: fuse driver and libfuse.
4Note that the design of xOS is also compatible with hierarchical schedul-
ing. For example, the secure container abstraction provided by Scone [4]
leverages M:N threading.
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Figure 1: Overview of the xOS layer abstractions (on the right), compared with the existing Virtual File System

design of Linux (on the left). ProcessF, ThreadF, Wasp, Scone, etc., are all isolation context factories.

process abstraction): each ICF must provide at least
a pair of functions enabling to transform a IC into a
process and vice versa.

Proposition 3: xOS moves Process and Thread abstrac-

tions outside of the system core. They are instead registered

in xOS as ICFs.

It is worth noticing that the design of xOS supports nesting,
i.e., a hierarchical grouping of EFs and their corresponding
ICs. This principle allows combining several ICFs in order
to simplify the construction and deployment of applications
featuring multiple levels of isolation, e.g., using containers
within a virtual machine — a common need on public cloud
platforms. In the case of nesting, a control structure config-
ured for each level of the hierarchy (akin to the VMCS [9],
whose flags specify the causes of a guest virtual machine’s
exits) allows defining the events that require the intervention
of the next (upper) level. However, we note that supporting
nesting in a general way introduces many open challenges,
including both functional and performance concerns, among
which: (i) the identification of potential incompatibilities
preventing the encapsulation of a given isolation abstrac-
tion within another one, and (ii) the limitations of many
hardware-assisted isolation techniques with respect to multi-
ple levels of nesting (and the overhead/complexity required
to overcome them via emulation).

2.2 Programming Model

To help developers compartmentalize their applications, the
programming model of xOS allows them to define Execution
Flows (EF) and communication channels between them. An
EF corresponds to a concurrent and preemptible task. Like
a thread, it encapsulates an independent flow of control.
Unlike a thread, it does not make any assumption about
the degree of resource sharing (or lack thereof) with other
flows it interacts with, including memory regions and system
objects (e.g., open file descriptors).

The programming interface exposed by xOS to application
developers for the manipulation of EFs is quite similar to a
traditional threading API, yet with three notable exceptions,
discussed below: (i) flow creation, (ii) flow migration, and
(iii) inter-flow communication.

When instantiating an EF, a developer may indicate the
set of acceptable ICFs that can be used to provide an environ-
ment to host and run this flow, or she can instead delegate
this burden to xOS, which offers a high-level specification
of the isolation and performance requirements (like with
FlexOS [18]). In the latter case, the xOS runtime will choose
the most appropriate ICF according to the current deploy-
ment context (the workload, the availability of the ICF’s
hardware components, etc.).
An EF can be successively mapped to several IC types

during its lifetime (thanks to the dump, restore and mutate
facilities described in §2.1). This enables the dynamic recon-
figuration of the isolation and communication techniques
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used by an EF, in-place or upon the migration of the flow
to another location (e.g., another CPU or physical machine).
For example, if an application encapsulated in a VM is mi-
grated to an empty node (thus, with fewer risks of attacks),
an OS policy may trigger a reconfiguration of the isolation
technique (e.g., replacing the VM with a container) in order
to improve performance.
The programming model of xOS imposes an explicit

message-based communication between EFs, via unidirec-
tional or bidirectional communication channels, which ab-
stracts away differences between local and remote interac-
tions. More precisely, xOS provides two communication APIs
to manage interactions between EFs. The first one, partially
inspired by Fable [27] is fairly low level; it aims at maximum
efficiency (e.g., supporting optimized buffer allocation and
ownership management) at the expense of some complexity.
The second one is a socket-like interface, and is aimed at
facilitating the porting of legacy applications.
The choice of a message-based interface may raise con-

cerns about application performance and development com-
plexity. Although we do not yet have sufficient experimen-
tal results to validate this important design choice, we be-
lieve that these potential issues can be significantly miti-
gated. First, regarding performance, our communicationAPIs
do not preclude some IC implementations from internally
leveraging shared memory flows (similarly to the optimiza-
tions introduced in some implementations of the multikernel
model [5]), possibly with limited or zero data copies. Second,
we observe that many multi-thread or multi-process appli-
cations leveraging shared-memory tend to rely on a limited
number of high-level programming patterns (e.g., producer-
consumer, remote procedure call, map-reduce, etc.) for which
we can provide reusable and optimized implementations.

2.3 Runtime

The runtime chooses the appropriate type of IC for each EF
based on four inputs: the developer indications, the hardware
that currently hosts the EFs, the availability of migration
functions for involved ICs, and the availability of communi-
cation functions between ICs. The runtime intervenes each
time an EF is relocated/migrated (e.g., by a cloud orchestra-
tor). The choice of the IC is guided by performance, while
respecting the isolation requirements expressed by the de-
veloper/administrator.

2.4 Kernel Booting

When the kernel boots, it creates a set of kernel tasks, in-
cluding the init one. xOS allows the execution of kernel
tasks in different isolation envelopes (i.e., using different
ICs), enabling compartmentalization within the kernel. We
introduce a kernel isolation descriptor table (KIDT) to do

so. KIDT allows for specifying the kernel tasks to be com-
partmentalized and the corresponding ICFs to be used for
each compartment. This configuration can be coarse-grained
(for a group of kernel tasks such as interrupt handlers) or
fine-grained (for specific individual tasks such as kswapd).
At the end of the kernel boot, the first user task, init,

starts. The list of usable ICFs for init is provided as a boot
argument. The kernel opens any required communication
channel between itself and the init EF.

init is in charge of starting the default user applications
specified in the /etc/rc* directories in Linux. Say init creates
a shell (e.g. a slightly modified version of bash or zsh), then
any further EF will be started from this shell.

2.5 Launching User Applications

xOS keeps compatibility with legacy software while allowing
new software to enjoy the full benefits of new abstractions,
as explained below.

Legacy applications. They keep using the process and
thread abstractions, which xOS also implements as ICFs. To
run these without modification, we rely onLD_PRELOAD
to shim an adaptor library that replaces functions such as
fork(), exit(), etc., by their EF management counterpart. In
particular, the shim library sets up an environment such that
the execution flows of a legacy application can transparently
interact via shared memory. Note however that legacy appli-
cations cannot benefit from the advanced features of xOS,
i.e., transparent (static/dynamic) reconfiguration of isolation
contexts and communication channels.

Applications based on new IC models. The shell creates new
EFs as legacy applications. Only EFs created from the init
shell can use a larger set of ICFs through explicit calls to
EF_create(). Therefore, developers must write programs
that first run in legacy mode, from which they start the rest
of the application using other ICFs.

3 PRELIMINARY PROTOTYPE

xOS is still in an early stage of development. As a first mile-
stone, we are focusing on the programming model. We cur-
rently only generate code that targets a vanilla Linux OS. The
implementation of the OS kernel and the dynamic adaptation
features will be tackled in the next phase.
Our current prototype consists in a toolchain (imple-

mented atop Coccinelle [3, 16]) that takes as input a C pro-
gram based on our generic IC and EF APIs. The output is a set
variants of the applications, which only differ in the chosen
isolation abstraction and/or inter-flow communication chan-
nel. The tool currently supports two ICFs (traditional thread
and process abstractions) and four different communication
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mechanisms (Internet sockets, Unix domain sockets, pipes,
and shared memory).
The current version of the toolchain imposes some con-

straints on the source code organization (e.g., the main rou-
tine for each EF must be implemented in its own file). In the
next version, we intend to lift these restrictions and intro-
duce support for additional types of isolation mechanisms
(virtual machines, containers, and virtines [28]).

4 RELATEDWORK

FlexOS [18] is a modular unikernel system allowing to post-
pone the decisions regarding the isolation strategy (i.e., the
granularity of the isolation boundaries and the correspond-
ing hardware/software mechanisms chosen to enforce them)
until compilation/deployment time, instead of imposing a
choice at design time. The FlexOS toolkit also includes an
exploration technique to help users navigate the large set
of possible configurations, with respect to the trade-offs
between performance and safety/security. The xOS vision
shares many motivations with FlexOS but has two main dif-
ferences: (i) xOS aims at building a general-purpose host
OS, supporting multiple concurrent applications and ten-
ants; (ii) xOS aims at providing an extreme flexibility for the
choice of isolation and communication mechanisms, until
the launch time of an application, and possibly even with
dynamic reconfiguration. Besides, we envision to reuse some
high-level aspects of FlexOS for xOS, notably regarding the
techniques for the exploration of the configuration space and
the expression of high-level preferences/constraints (e.g., re-
garding the performance budget).

Smith et al. describe Fable [27], the blueprint of a system
allowing to dynamically reconfigure the inter-process com-
munication channels used by an application and automat-
ing the selection of the channel types, in order to improve
performance according to the deployment constraints, the
workload properties and the operating conditions. xOS aims
at addressing a superset of the problem, which also encom-
passes the selection of adequate isolation techniques. We are
currently studying how some aspects of the efficient com-
munication interface proposed by the authors of Fable can
be leveraged in the context of xOS.
Service Weaver (SW) [8] is a recent component-based

framework (including a programming model and a runtime)
for cloud applications. It allows decoupling the application
development from the deployment concerns (e.g., choosing
between a monolithic versus a microservice architecture),
including the decision regarding the isolation and distribu-
tion boundaries between components. SW and xOS share a
number of goals, yet at different and complementary levels
of the software stack: the former focuses on high-level and

distributed aspects (e.g., optimized protocols for data serial-
ization and atomic rollouts) whereas the latter is targeting
low-level questions (e.g., regarding OS task management and
fine-grained isolation within each service).
Nu [23] and its successor Quicksand [22] are systems de-

signed for fungibility, i.e., the ability to split a logical process
into subparts (proclets) that can be dynamically distribut-
ed/migrated in a very granular way (in space and time) over
the different servers of a datacenter, with the overall goals of
improving elasticity and resource efficiency. The inter-flow
communication interface used in xOS, which does not ex-
pose shared memory, has some similarities with the one of
Nu. Besides, We believe that the core abstractions (EFs and
ICs) proposed by xOS provide a good substrate to implement
migratable and fungible microtasks like Nu’s proclets.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we make the observation that OS designs must
evolve to accommodate the growing need for isolation in
modern applications and platforms. This need is confirmed
by the plethora of isolation and communication mechanisms
proposed over the last few years. OSes should move away
from tight coupling with the process and thread abstractions
and welcome the addition of arbitrary isolation and commu-
nication mechanisms, as they do for drivers and file systems:
this is the aim of xOS, which addresses the heterogeneity
of workloads and architectures by giving the OS the ability
to select the appropriate isolation layer for each application
at runtime. However, this selection can still be done at the
user’s discretion if she wishes (e.g., an experimented devel-
oper who knows the internal mechanics of her application
and exactly what level of isolation it requires). xOS is meant
to support legacy applications based on the classical process
and thread model, as well as software with more advanced
compartmentalization needs.
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